
Set Up

Players work individually with a ball each. 3 x players on each line
of the area, dribbling across to opposite line back performing
designated ball manipulation moves turns. Players rotate to
different lines to work on different moves turns after a set time.
Line 1: Inside Outside Hook Turn. Line 2: Top Taps Outside Hook.
Line 3: Inside Outside both feet Stop Turn. Line 4: Be creative
(any moves turns)

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and other players by keeping their
heads up.

Players need to perform ball mastery and turns with both
feet

With lots of touches of the ball, players should maintain the
ball close to their feet whilst dribbling and performing ball
mastery skills.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

Ball Mastery And Turns Technical Warm Up
Written by Louie Cordwell

15 mins 12 players 10 balls 6 bibs 15 cones 25 x 25 area

Awareness

Use both feet

Close control



Set Up

Area with end zones on each line. 2 x group of 6 players with 1
group in the middle of the area 2nd group spread around the area
in end zones. Players in middle have a ball each perform "ball
boxing" whilst attempting to tag dribblers to score points. Players
in end zones attempt to dribble through the group without being
tagged perform turns in opposite end zone return to start point to
score. Rotate roles of players

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and other players by keeping their
heads up.

Players need to perform ball mastery and turns with both
feet.

With lots of touches of the ball, players should maintain the
ball close to their feet whilst dribbling and performing ball
mastery skills.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

2. Use cones as 'traffic lights' to transition between different ball mastery moves. This forces players to get their 'head up'.

Ball Mastery, Dribbling and Running with the Ball
Written by Louie Cordwell

15 mins 12 players 10 balls 6 bibs 12 cones 25 x 25 area

Awareness

Use both feet

Close control



Set Up

Area with end zones on each line safe zones in each corner. 3
players in end zone each play against a player in opposite end
zone. Ball is passed across the area to opponent then play 1 vs.
1. 3 points are awarded if receiving player beats their opponent
gets into end zone then performs a turn to get to the start end
zone, or 1 point if player dribbles to opposite safe zone to turn
dribble back to their end zone (defenders not allowed in safe
zones). Rotate roles of players change opponent after 1 minute

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform ball mastery and turns players should be
aware of the space and other players by keeping their
heads up.

Players to perform ball mastery moves and turns to
dominate the defender in 1v1 situations.

Once performing turns, players should look to change
direction and accelerate away from the defender.

Practice Animation
Ball Manipulations:

Inside Outside/Top Taps/Inside Outside both feet

Turns:

Inside Hook/Outside Hook/Stop Turn

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

Attacking 1v1 Using Dribbling and Ball Mastery Skills Skill
Practice
Written by Louie Cordwell

15 mins 12 players 10 balls 6 bibs 16 cones 25 x 25 area

Awareness

Dominating 1v1

Change of speed



Set Up

Scoring line each end of the pitch. 2 x teams of 4 players. Players
have to score by controlling ball on oppositions scoring line.

Key Coaching Points

Players to perform ball mastery moves and turns to
dominate the defender in 1v1 situations.

In order to lose defenders in the game, players should
practice ball mastery moves and turns.

When finding themselves in 1v1 situations, players should
make decisions depending on the space and the angle of
the defender.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Increase the size of the area

Make it more challenging:

1. Set individual challenges

2. Scenario football

Dribbling Line Ball Game Small Sided Game
Written by Louie Cordwell

15 mins 12 players 4 balls 8 bibs 8 cones 25 x 25 area

Dominating 1v1

Moves & turns

Decision making


